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Episode 5

Part I: Use and Usage (40 marks)
1. Dialog (10 marks)
Directions:	Read the dialogs and choose the expression that BEST
completes each missing part.

e

Situation: Ben is at a hotel check-in counter.
Receptionist: Welcome to the Pacific. May I help you?
Ben:

Yes, please.

1

I’ve booked the room online already.
2

pl

Receptionist: No problem, sir.
Ben:

My name’s Ben Smith.

Ben:

m

Receptionist:	Yes, Mr. Smith. Well, you’ve reserved a twin room for two nights,
3
Yes, and can I have a non-smoking room, please?

Receptionist: Sure, sir. Could you please sign your name over here, sir?
Ben:

4

Sa

Receptionist:

All right! Well, I’d like to know if I can pay by cash or credit card?

Ben:

That’s great!

Receptionist: So, will you be paying by cash or credit card, sir?
Ben:

By credit card, please. Here is my card!

Receptionist: Thank you very much, sir.
Ben:

No problem. Well, is there any fitness center in this hotel?

Receptionist: Yes, sir.
Ben:
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6

The elevator is over there, sir.

Receptionist: 	I’m so sorry. I’m afraid you need to get a bit charged. It’s only
2 dollars for 3 hours, sir. Would you like me to book for you in
advance, sir?
Ben:

No, thank you.

8

Receptionist: Well, it’s next to the hotel cafeteria on the first floor, sir.
Ben:

Must I also pay?

Ben:

Sounds great!

9

e

Receptionist: No, sir. You don’t have to pay.

Ben:

Okay.

pl

Receptionist:	Well, here is your credit card, sir. Please sign a credit card receipt, sir?
Receptionist:	Here is your keycard, sir. Your room is on the ninth floor. The
hotel elevator is over there, sir. Your breakfast is from 6.30 to 9,
sir.
10
No, Thank you so much.

m

Ben:

Receptionist: You’re welcome, sir. Have a nice stay in our hotel!
2. I’d like to check in.
4. I would let you check in for a minute.

2.		 1. Tell me your name, sir?
3. Would you mind telling us, sir?
5. May I have your name, sir?

2. Why don’t you let me know your name, sir?
4. What about your family name, sir?

3.		1. is that right, sir?
3. will you be okay, sir?
5. any problems, sir?

2. are you acceptable, sir?
4. is it available, sir?

Sa

1. 		1. I’ll ask you to check in now.
3. Check in right now.
5. Let’s check in, shall we?
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2. By credit card, sir.
4. We only accept a credit card, sir.

5.		1. Just wait, sir.
3. Just wait for it, sir.
5. Let’s wait, shall we?

2. Wait for me for a while, will you?
4. Just a second, please.

6.		1. It’s out of order, sir.
3. It’s on service, sir.
5. It’s on the right side.

2. It’s on the third floor, sir.
4. It’s opposite the swimming pool, sir.

2. Is it located underground?
4. Is it free of charge?

pl

7.		1. Is it on the upper floor?
3. Is it available now?
5. Is it under construction?

e

4.		1. Only cash, please.
3. Anything will do, sir.
5. We prefer paying cash, sir.
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8.		1. Can I book the swimming pool in advance?
2. Do you know where the swimming pool is?
3. What about a swimming pool?
4. Do we have any swimming pool here?
5. Could I swim in your hotel?
9.		1. It’s our hotel room service, sir.
3. It’s not that expensive, sir.
5. It’s a free-of-charge service, sir.

10.		1. Do you need my assistance, sir?
2. Do you understand everything, right?
3. Do you know what to do next, sir?
4. Do you need any other information, sir?
5. Do you want to go to your room now, sir?
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2. It’s a non-profit organization, sir.
4. It’s our recommendation, sir.

2. Situational Dialogs (5 marks)
Directions: Read each situation and choose the BEST alternatives.
11.		 Situation: Your close friend tells you that she has just lost her mobile phone. So, you
should say:
1. It serves you right!
2. I’m so sorry to hear that!
3. I’m so glad it’s not mine!
4. It’s none of your business!
5. I’m so proud of you!

pl

e

12.		 Situation: You are on the bus. When an old woman gets on the bus, you stand up and
offer her your seat by saying:
1. Please save my place!
2. You can have my seat!
3. Let’s sit down here!
4. Sit still over here!
5. Your seat is over there!

m

13.		 Situation: A very old man is about to cross the road. You are going to do so. You
think that he may be too slow to walk across the road. So, you say:
1. Let me carry you there, please.
2. The faster you walk, the safer you are!
3. Let’s walk together, shall we?
4. I’ll be there for you!
5. Please follow my direction!

Sa

14.		 Situation: You see your friend going to step on a piece of broken glass on the floor.
So you shout:
1. Wipe your feet!
2. Shake a leg!
3. Watch out!
4. Be patient!
5. Get out of here!
15.		 Situation: You are walking along the street. There’s a stranger coming to you and
ask “Do you have the time?” So, you reply:
1. No, I don’t. So sorry!
2. I’m afraid not. I’m in a hurry!
3. No need! I am in rush!
4. It’s a quarter past five.
5. I’m not available now.
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3. Sentence Completion (15 marks)
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the alternative that BEST
completes it.

to Ron’s wedding.
2. are cordially invited
4. are cordially inviting

pl

17. Jason accompanied by his parents
1. is cordially invited
3. is cordially inviting
5. is invited cordial

by Lula.
2. has his clothing ironed
4. be his clothing ironing

e

16. Josh is quite busy, so he will
1. have his clothes iron
3. have his clothes ironing
5. have his clothes ironed

m

18. This is
that I am going to throw it away.
1. so a disgusting picture
2. such disgusting pictures
3. such a disgusting picture
4. so disgusted pictures
5. a picture so disgusted

Sa

19. While I was reading books in the library,
.
1. my friends studied in the class
2. my friends are studying in the classroom
3. some of my friends are studying in the class
4. my friends were studying in the class
5. my friends have studied in their classes
20. Yesterday I went to the hospital, and I noticed
patients diligently.
1. each doctor devoted himself to helping his
2. each doctor devote himself to helping his
3. each doctor devotes himself to helping his
4. each of the doctors devoted themselves to help their
5. each of the doctors were devoting themselves to helping their
194
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21.

I meet my aunt, she always complains about my hair and beard.
1. Whatever
2. Wherever
3. Whenever
4. Whereas
5. However

before attending the class.

m

pl

23. It’s essential that every student
1. dresses properly
2. should to dress properly
3. dress properly
4. should have dressed properly
5. should be dressing properly

e

, we would have earned more profits this year.
22. If
1. we had put more effort into this project
2. had we put more effort into this project
3. we had put effort more than into this project
4. we would put more effort into this project
5. we put more efforts into this project

Sa

24. Some ancient Egyptians
through the use of chemicals.
1. mummified the dead bodies
2. were mummified the death bodies
3. mummified the dying bodies
4. had mummified the died bodies
5. have been mummifying the dead bodies
25. All of the employees can take a break as soon as they
.
1. hear the bell rings
2. hear the bell ringing
3. hearing the bell ring
4. will hear the bell ringing
5. have heard the bell rang
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26. The city governor must provide help for
in our town.
1. any poorer
2. some poor
3. the poor
4. all poor
5. the poorest
the style in this photo.

e

27. Please cut my hair
1. the same long as
2. the same long like
3. the same length to
4. the same as length as
5. the same length as

in this zoo are vaccinated by the professional veterinarians from Switzerland.
1. A great deal of animals
2. A good number of animals
3. The huge number of animals
4. A great amount of animals
5. The large quantities of animals

29.

, the dog of mine woke up and ran into the house immediately.
1. Frightening by the explosion
2. Frighten by the explosion
3. Frightened by the explosion
4. To frighten by the explosion
5. Be frightened by the explosion
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28.

30. The water in this river is
1. lesser than
3. much less than
5. more less than
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that in that reservoir.
2. the least of
4. far lesser than

4. Text Completion (10 marks)
Directions: Choose the phrase or clause that BEST completes each blank
in the text below.
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The Colosseum in Rome stands today as
31
the mighty Roman
Empire. It is probably
32
in the world along with the Pyramids of Egypt.
The Colosseum 33
the Flavian Amphitheater, named after the 3 emperors
34
its construction. Vespasian conceived the idea and began building in
72 A.D. and his son Titus dedicated it in 80 A.D. with
35
. This included
bloody gladiator combats, wild animals, and 36
with the arena filled with
water. The Colosseum was totally
37
the reign of Domitian (81-96 A.D.).
The Colosseum is a marvel of
38
, it was built with giant travertine
blocks, layered with soft stones and concrete. It was originally overlain
with marble but that was looted over the centuries. Its magnificent columns
39
the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders.
The mammoth Colosseum measures 620 feet by 513 feet, 1/3 of a mile
around. The 6 acre building
40
3 tiers of seats, 80 entrances, seated
50,000 spectators, resembling the size and capacity of the Houston Astrodome.
31.		1. the symbol
3. symbolic of
5. a symbol

2. a symbol of
4. the symbols of

32. 1. the most famously ancient ruin
3. the most famous ancient ruin
5. the most famous of ancient ruin

2. most famous ruin that ancient
4. most famously ancient ruins

33.		1. were known in ancient Rome as
3. was known in ancient Rome as
5. was known in the ancient Rome as

2. is knowing in ancient Rome as
4. were known in the ancient Rome as
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2. who was all involved in
4. whom they were all involved with

35.		1. a 100-days festival
3. 100-days-festivals
5. 100-day festival

2. a 100-day festival
4. the 100-days festival

36.		1. are huge naval battles
3. were huge naval battles
5. the hugely naval battles

2. became huge naval battles
4. huge naval battles

2. finishing while
4. finishing during

pl

37.		1. finished while
3. to finish during
5. finished during

e

34.		1. who were all involved in
3. who was all involved by
5. that were all involving in

2. architecture engineering
4. architectural engineering

39.		1. are making by
3. were made with
5. were making of

2. were made of
4. was made from

40. 1. contained
3. contained of
5. were contained of

2. that contained
4. was contained

Sa

m

38.		1. architecturally engineering
3. architecturally engineer
5. architectural engineer
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Part II: Reading Ability (40 marks)
1. Vocabulary (10 marks)
Directions: Choose the BEST alternative to complete the passage below.
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The term tsunami from the Japanese means “Big wave in the port”. The
term was
41
by fishermen who returned to their ports in the evening
after their villages and cities had been
42
by a giant wave although
they had not seen any waves on the open sea.		
Tsunamis
43
from the sudden displacement of
44
water
masses due to earthquakes on the sea bed, volcanic
45
above and
under water, landslides, or meteorite impacts. About 86 % of all Tsunamis result
from
46
seaquakes.
In order for a tsunami caused by a seaquakes to occur, three things have
to be happen:
1. The Earthquake must
47
at least 7.0 on the Richter scale. Only
from this
48
upwards is there enough energy released to
49
displace enough water to create the tsunami.
2. The sea bed must be lifted or lowered by the earthquake. If the sea bed
is displaced sidewards, no tsunami will occur as, for example, happened during
the earthquake of 28 March, 2005 off the western coast of Sumatra.
3. The epicenter of the earthquake must be near to the earth’s
50
.

41. 1. coined
4. found

2. conceived
5. explored

3. varied

42. 1. impeded
4. devastated

2. dedicated
5. emerged

3. urged
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2. abstain
5. censure

3. arise

44. 1. minute
4. gigantic

2. gentle
5. ordinary

3. filthy

45. 1. conversion
4. mutation

2. procedure
5. eruption

3. immersion

46. 1. well-heeled
4. well-known

2. since then
5. so-called
2. probe
5. analyze

3. imprint

2. validity
5. situation

3. profusion

2. rapidly
5. diminutively

3. frigidly

m

48. 1. initiation
4. intensity

Sa

49. 1. gradually
4. sturdily

50. 1. catastrophe
4. surface
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3. ins and outs

pl

47. 1. measure
4. evaluate

e

43. 1. derive
4. differ
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2. adjustment
5. explosion

3. rotation

